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ABSTRACT
Solvent-implicit Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and mean-field theory are used to predict activity coefficients and excess interfacial tensions
for NaF, NaCl, NaI, KF, KCl, and KI solutions in good agreement with experimental data over the entire experimentally available concen-
tration range. The effective ionic diameters of the solvent-implicit simulation model are obtained by fits to experimental activity coefficient
data. The experimental activity coefficients at high salt concentrations are only reproduced if the ion-specific concentration-dependent decre-
ment of the dielectric constant is included. The dielectric-constant dependent contribution of the single-ion solvation free energy to the
activity coefficient is significant and is included. To account for the ion-specific excess interfacial tension of salt solutions, in addition to non-
ideal solution effects and the salt-concentration-dependent dielectric decrement, an ion-specific ion–interface interaction must be included.
This ion–interface interaction, which acts in addition to the dielectric image-charge repulsion, is modeled as a box potential, is consider-
ably more long-ranged than the ion radius, and is repulsive for all ions considered except iodide, in agreement with previous findings and
arguments. By comparing different models that include or exclude bulk non-ideal solution behavior, dielectric decrement effects, and ion–
interface interaction potentials, we demonstrate how bulk and interfacial ion-specific effects couple and partially compensate each other. Our
MC simulations, which correctly include ionic correlations and interfacial dielectric image-charge repulsion, are used to determine effective
ion–surface interaction potentials that can be used in a modified Poisson–Boltzmann theory.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0016103., s
I. INTRODUCTION
The ionic specificity observed in interfacial tension data,1–7 crit-
ical coagulation or micellization concentration data of colloidal and
micellar suspensions,8–16 surface interactions,17,18 and protein struc-
ture and kinetics19,20 still poses a number of questions.21–24 This is
so because in all ion-specific phenomena that involve surfaces in
contact with salt solutions, three distinct effects are intimately cou-
pled: (i) Ions interact with interfaces not only by universal Coulomb
and image-charge forces but also by ion-specific force contribu-
tions that involve hydration effects and van der Waals interactions.
(ii) The bulk ion chemical potential depends on salt concentration
with pronounced variations among different ions, and this is at the
heart of bulk ion specificity and sensitively influences the ionic sur-
face adsorption equilibrium. (iii) Finally, the dielectric constant of
salt solutions decreases with rising salt concentration in a man-
ner that is again different for different ions. The dielectric constant
not only influences the bulk ion chemical potential but also the
ion–interface dielectric image-charge interactions. All three above-
mentioned effects have been amply treated separately in the litera-
ture, but an investigation of how these effects conspire to produce
ion-specific effects at interfaces has been largely missing.
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In early modeling approaches, the dispersion or van der Waals
interaction between ions and the air–water interface was suggested
to be responsible for ion-specific effects seen in air–water interfa-
cial tension data.25 Ion-specific interactions between ions and the
air–water interface that reproduced and explained the experimen-
tal trends were in water-explicit simulations first observed with
polarizable force fields,26,27 and such simulations also demonstrated
the enhanced interface activity of iodide.28–31 The contribution of
ionic polarizability to ion–interface interactions was investigated in
a number of subsequent theoretical and simulation works. As a gen-
eral trend, it was seen that small ions with tightly bound hydration
water are strongly repelled from the electrolyte–air interface, while
larger ions with loosely bound hydration water are less strongly
repelled or can even adsorb at the interface.32–35
It was later shown that well-parametrized non-polarizable
force-field simulations can also account for ion-specific ion–
interface interactions and, in conjunction with mean-field
Poisson–Boltzmann modeling, reproduce experimental excess sur-
face tensions.36,37 More recently, the salt-concentration-dependent
air–water interfacial tension was directly extracted from water-
explicit molecular dynamics simulations and shown to reproduce
the experimental difference between acids, which lower the inter-
facial tension, and bases, which raise the interfacial tension.38 While
water-explicit simulations, in principle, account for hydration and
non-ideal solution effects, the salt-induced lowering of the dielectric
constant, and ion–surface interactions, provided that accurate force
fields are used, the in-depth understanding of ion-specific effects and
the description of experimental scenarios that go beyond idealized
planar interfaces require the use of coarse-grained simulations and
analytically tractable theories.
Besides simulations, there are several approximate methods
that can be used to predict electrolyte chemical potentials. Starting
with the pioneering work of Pitzer,39,40 various models were devel-
oped to describe the electrolyte activity by simple analytical expres-
sions.41–43 The Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) in fact very
accurately predicts the salt solution activity compared to simula-
tions using the same underlying Hamiltonian.44–46 It is well known
that the dielectric constant of electrolyte solutions decreases with
electrolyte concentration,47 and consequently, it was shown that in
order to correctly predict the experimental activity of salt solutions
at high concentrations, this dielectric decrement must be taken into
account.48–53 Note that the dielectric decrement influences also the
single-ion solvation free energy and thereby makes the solvation
free energy dependent on the salt concentration.52,54 There are sev-
eral models that describe the dielectric constant of salt solutions:55
the heuristic Gavish and Promislow model56 describes experimental
data very accurately over the entire concentration range in terms of
two fit parameters, namely, the infinite-dilution excess ionic polariz-
ability and the molten-salt dielectric constant at zero water content.
Using solvent-implicit simulations of interfacial ionic systems, it was
seen that non-ideal solution effects as well as dielectric interfacial
effects crucially influence the interfacial tension.57–59
In our work, we aim at integrating all these effects by the use
of suitably constructed solvent-implicit simulation models and by
modified Poisson–Boltzmann (MPB) approaches for monovalent
electrolytes. As a simulation model, we use the so-called primitive
model, where ions are described by hard charged spheres and water
is described by a medium with a homogeneous dielectric constant.
TABLE I. Summary of the different MPB and MC models. For the MC models, the
screened image-charge OS potential is implicitly included.
OS γ± ε(cb)
MPB-1 No Ideal Constant
MPB-2 Yes Ideal Constant
MPB-3 Yes Non-ideal Constant
MPB-4 Yes Ideal Depend
MPB-5 Yes Non-ideal Depend
MC-2 . . . Ideal Constant
MC-3 . . . Non-ideal Constant
MC-4 . . . Ideal Depend
MC-5 . . . Non-ideal Depend
We first compare experimental activity coefficient data for six dif-
ferent salts with grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulation (GCMC)
results and with MSA results over the entire concentration range.
The agreement between GCMC and MSA results is good for most
concentrations, which is crucial because it allows us to use the
closed-form MSA chemical potential expression for our subsequent
calculation of interfacial tensions. The dielectric decrement of the
salt solutions is in the simulations, and MPB approaches accounted
for by the use of the Gavish and Promislow model, where the excess
ionic polarizabilities are taken from experimental data, while the
molten-salt dielectric constant parameters are obtained by fitting the
experimental dielectric constant curves. The fit of the GCMC predic-
tions to the experimental activity coefficient data yields in a second
step the effective ionic diameters.
Using the salt-concentration-dependent bulk dielectric con-
stants and the effective ionic diameters determined by comparison
with experimental data, we then calculate excess surface tensions of
salt solutions by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations that prop-
erly account for dielectric image-charge effects at the surface. The
comparison with experimental data demonstrates that an additional
ion-specific interaction between the air–water interface and the ions
is present, which is more long-ranged than the ion radius and which
is repulsive for all ions except iodide. Here, we also compare with
a MPB model that accounts for image-charge effects [similar to the
Onsager–Samaras (OS) theory60] but that also includes additional
ion-specific ion–interface interactions. We end with a discussion
of the relative importance of non-ideal solution effects, the dielec-
tric decrement of salt solutions, and ion–interface interactions that
include dielectric image-charge effects. Table I lists different MC and
MPB models that are compared to each other.
II. METHODS
A. Analytical model for activity coefficients
The mean ionic chemical potential, averaged over cations and
anions, can be written as
μ±(cb) = kBT ln (d
3cbγ±), (1)
where cb is the bulk salt concentration in terms of the number den-
sity of ion pairs, kBT is the thermal energy, d is the mean ionic
diameter, and γ± is the mean ionic activity coefficient. Deviations of
γ± from unity indicate non-ideal solution effects due to interactions
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between ions and between ions and water.52 For a system of charged
hard spheres that interact via Coulomb interactions, the so-called
primitive model, the mean ionic activity coefficient can be obtained
by adding two contributions, the ion–ion term, modeled with MSA
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is the salt-concentration-dependent Bjerrum length; e is the ele-
mentary charge; q is the ion valency; ε(cb) is the relative electrolyte
dielectric constant, which depends on the bulk salt concentration
and thereby makes the Bjerrum length and the Debye length salt-
concentration dependent; ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum;
and ϕ = cbπd3/3 is the ionic volume fraction. The Bjerrum length at
infinite dilution cb = 0 is set to ℓB(0) = 0.71 nm, which is obtained
using the pure water relative dielectric constant61 εw = 78.5 at room
temperature, 25 ○C. The mean ionic activity coefficient depends on
the ion type via the ionic diameter d, which is different for dif-
ferent ion combinations, and via the salt-concentration-dependent
dielectric constant ε(cb). The physical meaning of the mean ionic
diameter d is the minimal cation–anion separation at contact. This
is so because the cation–anion interaction is attractive and therefore
dominant compared to cation–cation and anion–anion interactions.
The concentration-dependent ion–water contribution is obtained by











where εw = ε(cb = 0) denotes the pure water dielectric constant by
which the ion–water contribution vanishes in the infinite-dilution
limit. Here, aB is the ionic mean Born diameter, which is obtained
from experimental data for the solvation free energy in the infinite-








Note that the ionic mean Born diameter aB is not necessarily the
same as the mean ionic diameter d that appears in the ion–ion
interaction contribution to the activity coefficient. This reflects the
fact that aB results from ion–water interactions and is modified
due to non-linear dielectric effects,63 while d reflects the closest
distance between cations and anions. Fitting results for all diame-
ters are shown in Table II. In Appendix A, we compare our fitting
results with results for the NaCl solvation free energy obtained from
all-atom MD simulations.
B. Dielectric constant at finite salt concentration
The dielectric constant of salt solutions decreases significantly
with rising salt concentration in a fashion that depends on the salt
type. The experimental ion-specific dielectric decrement can be very
well described by the heuristic Gavish–Promislow model,56




























In the limit of low concentration cb, one obtains ε(cb) ≃ εw + αpcb,
while in the limit of high concentration, one obtains ε(cb) ≃ εms.
The model contains two fitting parameters: the dielectric constant
of the molten salt, denoted as εms, and the excess ionic polarizabil-
ity per ion pair αp in the infinitely dilute limit. Here, we take the
values of αp from experimental measurements, listed in Table II,
so that we are left with only a single fit parameter εms for each ion
pair.
C. Grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations
for bulk salt solutions
To obtain the activity coefficient of a bulk salt solution as a
function of salt concentration, we perform grand-canonical sim-
ulations and thereby measure the concentration as a function of
the imposed chemical potential. The Born solvation part, given by
Eq. (4), is added to the chemical potential imposed in the simula-
tions. Besides regular MC moves, where single ions are moved in
random directions, the GCMC method consists of insertions and
removals of ion pairs that conserve the system electroneutrality,
using the proper acceptance rules.64,65 In the present case, where
the dielectric constant depends on the salt concentration, we update
the dielectric constant, which enters the calculation of the system
energy, every 10 MC steps according to the mean ion concentra-
tion. For high salt concentrations, where the dielectric constants are
low, we update the dielectric constant more frequently in order to
accelerate equilibration.
The Coulomb energy is calculated using Ewald summation










for rjk ≥ d
∞ for rjk < d,
(7)
TABLE II. Summary of electrolyte parameters. The ionic diameters d are obtained by
fits to the experimental activity coefficients in Fig. 3. The limiting dielectric constants
at zero water content, εms, are obtained by fits to the experimental dielectric data
in Fig. 2, while the excess ionic polarizabilities αp are extracted from experimental
data.47,78,81,82 The value of εms for NaF is taken to be the same as KF because of the
restricted experimental concentration range of the dielectric data for NaF. The mean
ionic Born diameters aB are obtained from the Born model in Eq. (5) and experimental
data from Ref. 62.
Salt d (nm) εms αp (M−1) aB (nm)
NaCl 0.249 27.9 −11.59 0.369
KCl 0.23 35 −10.02 0.406
NaI 0.27 18.3 −14.58 0.392
KI 0.25 30.5 −14.69 0.433
NaF 0.17 22.4 −11.9 0.340
KF 0.24 22.4 −12 0.371
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where rjk is the distance between ions j and k of valencies qj and
qk, respectively, and N is the fluctuating total number of parti-
cles. Typical particle numbers are between 500 and 1000. The cubic
simulation box size is between Lb = 4 nm and Lb = 25 nm, depending
on the bulk ion concentration.
D. Canonical Monte Carlo simulations in slab
geometry
In the slab geometry, we perform canonical simulations at a
fixed total ion number and estimate the bulk ion concentration from
the concentration at the mid plane between the two surfaces, sep-
arated by distance L. The simulation model is schematically shown
in Fig. 1. Cations and anions have the same diameter d, which is
obtained from fits to experimental mean activity coefficient data
γ±, as will be explained in Sec. III. Ions interact with the interfaces
via a square-well box potential of strength αi if they approach the
interfaces closer than the distance h± = 0.5 nm. The interface inter-
action parameters αi are fitted by comparison with experimental
interfacial tension data. The interaction range h± = 0.5 nm, which
is significantly larger than the ionic radii that are in the range of d/2
= 0.08 nm–0.13 nm, was previously shown to be in qualitative agree-
ment with interface-ion interaction profiles extracted from water-
explicit molecular dynamics simulations and furthermore allows us
to robustly fit experimental interfacial tension data.66 In one test
simulation, we show interfacial tension results for the choice h±
= d/2 [the green line in Fig. 4(a)] and demonstrate that this inter-
action range is too small and cannot be used to describe the experi-
mental data.
The Coulomb energy for MC slab simulations includes direct
ion–ion as well as ion–interface image-charge interactions. There
are various methods for taking into account surface polarization
effects due to the difference of the dielectric constants of the salt
solution and the surrounding air.67–72 We choose the method devel-
oped in Ref. 73, which extends the modified Ewald sum and consid-





























+Us/kBT for rjk ≥ d
∞ for rjk < d, zj,< 0 or zj > L,
(8)
where χ(cb) = [ε(cb) − 1]/[ε(cb) + 1] is the dielectric contrast between
the slab interior, which is filled with electrolyte, and the surrounding





αi(j)[1 − θ(zj − h±) + θ(zj − L + h±)]. (9)
The function θ(z) is the Heaviside function, and the surface interac-
tion strength αi(j) for the jth ion depends on ion type i. N = 1000
is the total number of particles (500 cations and 500 anions), rjk is
FIG. 1. Schematic geometry of the model for ions near air–electrolyte interfaces.
(a) In the electrolyte medium, the dielectric constant depends on the bulk ionic con-
centration, ε(cb), while in air, the dielectric constant is set to 1. (b) The interface box
potential accounts for ion–interface interactions that are due to interfacial hydra-
tion effects. (c) Exemplary ionic density profile for NaI at a bulk salt concentration
of cb = 0.53 M from MC simulations using the MC-5 model.
the distance between ions j and k, and r′jk and r
′′
jk are the distances
between charge j and image charges k located in regions z < 0 and
z > L, respectively. The simulation box widths are Lx = Ly in
the lateral directions (depending on the ionic concentration) and
Lz = 20Lx in the direction normal to the interfaces (see Refs. 73 and
74 for more details). The interface separation is chosen as L = 20κ−1,
where κ is the inverse Debye length, in order to prevent interac-
tions between the two interfaces. Thus, the Coulomb energy used in
the MC simulations takes into account the dependency of the Bjer-
rum length and the electrolyte dielectric constant on the bulk ion
concentration.
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The excess interfacial tension is determined by the Gibbs
adsorption isotherm
Δσ = −2∫ Γ±dμ±, (10)
where Γ± is the mean ionic excess per unit area, which follows from





where cb is the mean ionic bulk concentration far from the interfaces
in the middle of the simulation box. Using for the non-ideal chem-
ical potential Eq. (1), Eq. (10) can be straightforwardly integrated
numerically.
E. Modified Poisson–Boltzmann theory
The MPB theory provides an analytical route to predict the
interfacial tension of electrolytes including the effects of interface–
ion interactions and dielectric decrement effects. For an interface
located at z = 0 and the electrolyte present at z > 0, the short-ranged
effective interaction potential U i(z) between an ion of type i and the








e−2κz + αiθ(h± − z), (12)
where αi is the ion-specific amplitude of the box potential, as in
the MC simulations, and the first term reflects screened image-
charge interactions.75,76 The mean ion diameter d and the box poten-
tial range h± are the same as in the MC simulations. The elec-
trolyte dielectric constant depends on the ionic bulk concentration
cb according to Eq. (6), and thereby, χ, κ, and ℓB depend on cb as well.
In the limit when the dielectric constant is salt independent and the
ionic diameter d is taken to be zero, the first term in Eq. (12) reduces
to the interface potential used in the original Onsager–Samaras (OS)
theory.60








Here, we neglect any dependence of ε on the local ion concentration
and consider it to be uniform.
The individual ionic surface excesses follow as
Γi = cb ∫
∞
0
(e−eqiψ(z)/kBT−Ui(z)/kBT − 1)dz. (14)
Charge neutrality dictates Γ+ = Γ−; we thus define the mean ionic
surface excess Γ± = Γ+ = Γ−. The Gibbs adsorption isotherm
[Eq. (10)] can be written in terms of the activity coefficient as










In the ideal limit, one has cbd ln γ±/dcb = 0, while in the general non-

















































To discuss the relative importance of non-ideal solution, ion-
correlation, and salt-concentration-dependent dielectric effects, we
consider five different MPB models and four different MC mod-
els, in which we separately include or neglect the non-ideal chem-
ical potential, the concentration dependence of ε, and, for the MPB
model only, the OS potential [the first term in Eq. (12)]. The dif-
ferent models are summarized in Table I. For the MPB-1 model, an
analytic solution is available.66 The MPB-2 model is identical to the
Onsager–Samaras theory in the limit of κd→ 0 and αi → 0, in which












(lnh + gn), (18)
where gn = lnn + 1 + 2γ − 1/(n + 1) −∑nm=1(1/m), h = χκℓB/2, and
γ is the Euler constant. A comparison of the Onsager–Samaras the-
ory with MPB modeling results is shown in Fig. 10 in Appendix B.
For models MPB-2 to MPB-5, we solve Eq. (13) by the shooting
method and then integrate Eq. (15) using the trapezoidal rule with
integration steps of Δcb = 10 mM.
III. RESULTS
A. Bulk effects
In Fig. 2, we compare experimental dielectric constant data
with the heuristic model [Eq. (6)]. The values for the excess ionic
polarizabilities, αp, are directly taken from experiments, where we
average the values given in Refs. 47, 78, 81, and 82 (see Table II).
The resultant fit values for εms are given in Table II. The fit of εms
for NaF is not conclusive because the maximum solubility is around
1 M, and thus, the available data range is very small; we therefore use
for NaF the same εms value as determined for KF.
In Fig. 3, we compare experimentally measured activity coef-
ficients for various salts83 (filled symbols) with GCMC simulation
results (open symbols) as well as with MSA theory (solid and bro-
ken lines). In both theoretical models, we include the Born solvation
contribution βμiw from Eq. (4). In Fig. 3(a), we show results for
the sodium salts, and in Fig. 3(b), we present results for the potas-
sium salts. Note the different ordering of the salts with respect to the
anions: in Fig. 3(a), the expected ordering iodide–chloride–fluoride
(from top to bottom) is obtained, while in Fig. 3(b), the ordering
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FIG. 2. Dielectric constants as a function of salt concentration. Symbols are experimental data,55,77–80 and lines correspond to the Gavish–Promislow model [Eq. (6)] with
parameters determined by a non-linear fitting procedure (see Table II). (a) Data for NaF, NaCl, and NaI. (b) Data for KF, KCl, and KI.
is partially reversed. Such ion-specific series reversals are well doc-
umented in the literature,52,86 have their origin in nonlinear ionic
hydration effects, and occur for all different kinds of experimental
observables.87
The only remaining fitting parameter in the modeling is the
ionic diameter d, which we determine by a fit of the GCMC results to
the experimental data; for the MSA predictions, we use the same val-
ues of d. It is seen that the MSA model agrees well with GCMC and
reproduces the experimental activity coefficients in a satisfactory
fashion over the entire available concentration range. The broken
lines show MSA theory predictions for the case where the dielectric
constant is fixed at the pure water value and the ionic diameters are
the same as used for the solid lines. The difference between these
two MSA predictions is immense, which illustrates the importance
of taking the salt-induced modifications of the dielectric constant
into account.
FIG. 3. Mean ionic activity coefficient as a function of salt concentration for (a) NaF, NaCl, and NaI, and (b) KF, KCl, and KI. The experimental data are represented by full
symbols.83 The empty symbols represent the GCMC simulations combined with the Born solvation model including the salt-concentration-dependent dielectric function, from
which the ion diameters d are obtained by fits to the experimental data. The solid lines represent MSA theory [Eq. (2)] using the same ionic diameters, dielectric molten-salt
parameters εms, and Born solvation contribution. The dashed lines represent MSA theory for the same ion diameters d but for fixed dielectric constant corresponding to pure
water. The units were transformed from molality to molarity using experimental solution mass density data for KCl84 and NaCl.85 As the correction is negligible for KCl and
NaCl, we assume the same to be true also for the other salts (for which no data are available).
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The parameters obtained for all salts are summarized in
Table II. The agreement between simulation results and MSA theory
is satisfactory; we will therefore use the MSA result for the activ-
ity coefficient [Eq. (2)] when needed later to calculate the tension
of the electrolyte–air interface according to Eq. (10). The deviations
observed between MSA and simulations for higher concentrations,
as seen for NaI in Fig. 3(a), can be explained by the low dielectric
constant of NaI solutions at high concentrations, which leads to a
high electrostatic coupling constant, as is explained in Appendix C.
Interestingly, we note that when one neglects the ion solvation
contribution to the activity coefficient, the agreement between
experimental data and model prediction looks better, while the fit-
ted diameters increase significantly, as discussed in Appendix D
(Fig. 12).
The fit results for the ionic diameter d demonstrate that there
is no unique way to split the ionic diameters into individual ionic
radii. Consider, for example, the fitted diameters d for NaCl and
KCl (see Table II). For the salts involving Cl–, the Na+ radius would
be higher than the K+ radius, while for the salts involving F–, the
opposite trend is obtained and the K+ radius is larger than the Na+
radius. As mentioned before, this ion specific reversal of effective
ionic radii is well-known in the literature.52,88 The large difference
between the ionic Born diameters aB and the interaction ionic diam-
eters d as extracted from fits of the experimental activity coefficients
is in Appendix A discussed in the context of non-linear dielectric
effects, which are extracted from water-explicit all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations. Since the solvation even of monovalent ions
involves considerable non-linear dielectric contributions, the Born
diameter aB has only limited physical meaning.
B. Interfacial effects
We now turn to interfacial effects. We calculate the excess sur-
face tension by a combination of MC simulations and MSA theory,
where we integrate Eq. (10) based on ion density profiles from MC
simulations, using for the non-ideal chemical potential the MSA
expression [Eq. (1)]. We first consider the MC-5 model that includes
non-ideal bulk as well as concentration-dependent dielectric effects
using parameters that were obtained from fits to experimental activ-
ity coefficients (see Table II). We first neglect ion–interface inter-
actions and set αNa = αCl = αI = 0. The MC simulation results
are represented by red solid lines in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) and com-
pared with experimental data from different sources. The simulation
results significantly underestimate the experimental data for NaCl
in (a). The green line in Fig. 4(a) shows simulation results where
a steric (i.e., infinitely high) ion–surface repulsion is considered,
and we use d/2 = 0.1245 nm as the distance of closest approach
for Na+ as well as Cl− ions. It is seen that steric repulsion from the
FIG. 4. Comparison of experimental and MC simulation excess interfacial tension data. (a) NaCl: squares, right triangles, and diamonds represent the experimental data
of Matubayasi et al.,6 Jones and Ray,2 and Jarvis and Scheiman,3 respectively. (b) NaI: squares, diamonds, and circles represent the experimental data of Matubayasi
et al.,6 Jarvis and Scheiman,3 and Weissenborn and Pugh,4 respectively. (c) KCl: squares, right triangles, and circles represent the experimental data of Matubayasi et al.,6
Jones and Ray,2 and Weissenborn and Pugh,4 respectively. (d) KI: down triangles and diamonds represent the experimental data of Ali et al.89 and Jarvis and Scheiman,3
respectively. Solid lines denote MC simulation results using the MC-5 model. The dashed line in (c) represents MC simulation results using the MC-3 model, where the
dielectric constant equals pure water while a non-ideal chemical potential is used. The dotted-dashed line in (c) denotes simulations using the MC-4 model where an ideal
chemical potential is used, but a concentration-dependent dielectric constant is employed.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental interfacial tension data for NaF4 and MC
simulation results using the MC-5 model for all salt types considered in this work.
interface with a range given by the ionic radius d/2 is not sufficient
to correctly account for the NaCl experimental data. The violet curve
represents simulation results where we use an ion–interface interac-
tion range of h± = 0.5 nm (as explained in Sec. II) and obtain by
fitting αCl = 0.7 while fixing αNa = 0. Alternatively, the blue curve
is the best fit when we enforce αNa = αCl, in which case we obtain
αNa = 0.35 and αCl = 0.35. It is seen that both parameter sets
reproduce very well the experimental data. In consistency with our
previous modeling results66 and with our previous molecular
dynamics simulation results,37 we choose the latter parameter set
where sodium and chloride are equally repelled from the interface
for our further calculations. Note that this repulsion acts on top of
the dielectric image-charge repulsion, which is included explicitly in
the MC simulations.
By fixing αNa = 0.35, we obtain αI = −0.4 by a fit of our sim-
ulation results (purple curve) to the experimental data of NaI in
Fig. 4(b). Here, it is seen that choosing αNa = 0.35 and αI = 0.35
(blue curve) overestimates the experimental data, while choosing
TABLE III. Summary of the interfacial affinity parameters αi obtained from the fits in
Figs. 4 and 6.
Na K Cl F I
MC-5 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 −0.4
MPB-1 1.2 0.9 1.2 0.9 0.3
MPB-5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 −0.4
αNa = 0 and αI = 0 (red curve) describes the experimental data quite
well. We thus conclude that the iodide ion is slightly attracted to the
air–electrolyte interface with a strength that amounts to roughly a
third of the thermal energy, in agreement with previous simulation
reports28,31 and experiments.90 For the KCl and KI data in Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d), we fix αCl = 0.35 and αI = −0.4 and choose αK = 0.35, which
gives a reasonably good comparison with the experimental data. We
note that because of the considerable scattering between the experi-
mental data from different sources, a fit of the experimental data is
not meaningful.
In Fig. 5, we compare experimental data for NaF with MC
results for which we choose αF = 0.35, and here, a fit is not mean-
ingful as the experimental data extend only to 1 M. In Fig. 5, we
also include a summary of the MC results for all different salts
considered in this paper, including KF (for which no experimen-
tal data are available) using the previously obtained parameters
αK = 0.35 and αF = 0.35. The difference in the excess interfacial ten-
sion data between different salts is significant at high concentrations,
and we note that these differences are caused by the combination
of ion–interfacial interactions as well as dielectric and non-ideal
effects. We conclude this section by noting that sodium, potas-
sium, fluoride, and chloride are equally repelled from the inter-
face, while the larger iodide ion is slightly attracted to the interface.
These ion–interface interactions do not primarily reflect dielec-
tric image effects, since these are included in the MC simulations,
rather they stem from ion-specific interfacial hydration effects that
FIG. 6. Comparison of the excess surface tension between MC simulations using the MC-5 model and two different MPB model results. Solid lines correspond to MC
simulation results, whereas dashed lines correspond to MPB results. (a) MPB-1 model results are shown that neglect the image-charge OS potential, the non-ideal activity,
and the concentration-dependent dielectric constant. (b) MPB-5 model results are shown that include the OS potential, the non-ideal activity, and the concentration-depending
dielectric constant. The fitted affinity parameters αi of the two different MPB models are summarized in Table III. For all models, we use εw = 78.5, T = 298 K, and
h± = 0.5 nm as well as d, αp, and εms, as obtained in Sec. II A.
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go beyond the solvent-implicit point-like dielectric ion model. The
important message here is that these effects can be accurately
accounted for by adding short-ranged ion–interface interaction
potentials into the MC simulations with interaction strength param-
eters that are obtained from fits to experimental interfacial tension
data.
C. Comparison of MC simulations and modified
PB models
So far, we compared MC simulations combined with MSA the-
ory to experimental data in bulk and at interfaces. A very successful
and standard model to predict the behavior of ions at interfaces is
the Poisson–Boltzmann theory, which neglects correlations between
ions but otherwise treats the long-ranged electrostatic interactions
between ions exactly and has been very successfully applied to all
kinds of different systems.91 At planar interfaces, the main short-
coming of PB approaches is that they neglect ion fluctuation effects
but also the image-charge repulsion of ions from low-dielectric sur-
faces. This is so because the PB approach treats a smeared-out homo-
geneous ion cloud that does not produce an electric field that pen-
etrates into the substrate. We here modify the PB approach such as
to include the dielectric and other interfacial effects explicitly and
compare this MPB model with our MC simulations. As explained in
Sec. II, the MPB model includes image-charge repulsion via a heuris-
tically added screened image-charge potential and is similar in spirit
to the original Onsager–Samaras theory.
In Fig. 6, we compare MPB theory (broken lines) with MC
simulation results (solid lines): in Fig. 6(a), we use the version
MPB-1 that neglects the dielectric OS potential, non-ideal solution,
and dielectric decrement effects, and in Fig. 6(b), we use the ver-
sion MPB-5 that accounts for all these effects. Note that the MC
data come from model MC-5 that includes non-ideal solution and
dielectric decrement effects.
Our fitting strategy of the ion–interface interaction strengths αi
in the two MPB models is the same as used previously when we fit-
ted the MC simulations to the experimental data. First, we fit αNa
and αCl for αNa = αCl to the MC data for NaCl (red line in Fig. 6).
Then, we fit αK by comparison with the MC data for KCl (dark green
line in Fig. 6), and after that, we fit αI by comparison with the MC
data for NaI (purple line in Fig. 6). Finally, we fit αF by comparison
with the MC data for NaF (blue line in Fig. 6). All other parame-
ters such as d, αp, and εms are taken as obtained in Sec. II A. We
find fair agreement between the MC and MPB-1 results in Fig. 6(a),
and the agreement with the MPB-5 results in Fig. 6(b) is in fact very
good.
The resulting fit values for αi are summarized in Table III. We
observe that the MPB-1 αi values are significantly larger than the
MC-5 values, which is easily explained by the fact that the MPB-
1 model does not include image-charge repulsion effects. To make
up for this, the image-charge repulsion is accounted for by the box
potential, which increases the interaction parameter. Note that the
agreement between the MPB-1 model and the MC-5 simulation pre-
dictions for the interfacial tension in Fig. 6(a) is not bad, which
indicates that the MPB-1 model, which is analytically solvable, is
quite useful and accurate in practice. The αi fit values for the MPB-
5 model are significantly reduced compared to the MPB-1 model,
which is understandable because now the image-charge repulsion is,
according to Eq. (12), taken into account explicitly, but we still note
a significant difference from the MC-5 fit results. We attribute the
reason for this to the fact that the screened image-charge potential in
Eq. (12) underestimates the actual strength of the ionic image-charge
repulsion from the interface due to the effects of ion correlations. For
NaCl solutions, we obtain αNa = αCl = 1.2 using the MPB-1 model,
which is slightly larger than the fit values obtained previously using
the same model by comparison with molecular dynamics simula-
tion results, in which case αNa = 1.16 and αCl = 0.98 were obtained.66
We note that even though we use the same αi values for NaCl and
KCl in the MPB-5 model, the predicted surface tension curves differ
from each other, similar to the MC-5 results. The reason for this is
that the values for the ion diameter d, the Born diameter aB, and the
dielectric parameters αp and εms for NaCl and KCl slightly differ, as
summarized in Table II.
FIG. 7. Decomposition of the effects
of the image-charge OS potential, the
non-ideal activity, and the concentration-
dependent dielectric constant on the
interfacial tension. (a) Comparison of all
five MPB models. We use αK = αCl
= 0.8 with corresponding d, αp, and εms
as appropriate for KCl. (b) Comparison
of all four MC models. We use αK = αCl
= 0.35 with corresponding d, αp, and εms
as appropriate for KCl.
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FIG. 8. Ion concentration profiles for a 0.53 M KI solution. The blue and red solid
lines are the K+ and I− concentrations calculated using the MC-5 model, whereas
the blue and red dashed lines are calculated using the MPB-5 model.
In the following, we decompose the effects of the OS screened
image-charge potential, the non-ideal bulk activity, and the salt-
concentration dependence of the dielectric constant on the interfa-
cial tension, and we do this separately for the MC simulations and
for the MPB model. Figure 7(a) shows the interfacial tension calcu-
lated from all five different MPB models for fixed αK = αCl = 0.8. For
the MPB-1 model, the result (orange solid line) is strictly linear in the
salt concentration and is below all other MPB model results because
MPB-1 does not include the ion–interface dielectric repulsion as
modeled by the OS potential. The results of the MPB-2 and MPB-
4 models, which both include the OS potential but neglect non-ideal
solution effects, are almost the same, meaning that the bare effect of
the concentration-dependent dielectric constant (i.e., in the absence
of non-ideal solution effects) is minor. The result of MPB-3 has a
lower slope than the result of MPB-2, demonstrating the effect of
the non-ideal chemical potential. However, this decrease in slope
is partly canceled when including in addition the concentration-
dependent dielectric constant, as demonstrated by comparison of
the MPB-5 result with the MPB-3 result. We conclude that ion–
interface dielectric repulsion increases the interfacial tension, while
non-ideal solution effects and salt-concentration-dependent dielec-
tric effects partly cancel each other. The comparison of the four
different MC models with αK = αCl = 0.35 in Fig. 7(b) exhibits very
similar trends.
In Fig. 8, we compare the ion density profiles obtained from
MC-5 simulations and the MPB-5 model. We show profiles for a KI
solution of bulk salt concentration cb = 0.53 M, where in the simula-
tions the bulk salt concentration is determined from the concentra-
tion values far away from the interfaces. The MPB-5 model profiles
agree quite accurately with the MC simulation profiles, with some
differences seen for the K+ profile near z = h±, where the box poten-
tial produces a discontinuity, which is more drastic for the MPB-5
model since the amplitude αK is higher, as shown in Table III. We
conclude that the MPB-5 model not only predicts interfacial ten-
sion data accurately but also gives a good account of the ion density
profiles.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The excess air–water interfacial tensions of the six salt solu-
tions NaF, NaCl, NaI, KF, KCl, and KI are calculated by means
of solvent-implicit MC simulations that model the ions as charged
hard spheres. The MC simulations include correlation and fluctu-
ation effects and account for dielectric image-charge effects that
stem from the dielectric contrast between air and aqueous salt solu-
tions. The effective ionic interaction diameters d are obtained by fits
of simulated salt solution activity coefficients to experimental data.
This comparison also demonstrates that the dielectric decrement
of salt solutions crucially influences the activities at high concen-
tration and can be quantitatively described by a heuristic model
with only two parameters that are extracted from experimental
data.
In solvent-implicit models, the ion radius is an effective param-
eter that accounts for ion-specific bulk hydration effects. This effec-
tive ion radius is not directly related to the ion crystal radius. This
is most vividly demonstrated by the ion specific reversal seen in the
experimental bulk activity coefficient data in Fig. 3: in conjunction
with sodium as a counterion, the ion radius increases from fluoride
over chloride to iodide, as one would expect; in conjunction with
potassium as a counterion, however, the ion radius decreases from
fluoride to chloride.
By comparison of simulated and experimental interfacial ten-
sion data, we demonstrate that besides the dielectric decrement,
non-ideal solution effects, and image-charge interfacial repulsion,
we need to include an ion-specific ion–interface interaction, which
has a range that is significantly larger than the ion diameter and
which we fix at 0.5 nm, guided by ion–interface interaction profiles
previously extracted from water-explicit molecular dynamics simu-
lations. The ion–interface interaction parameters for Na+, K+, Cl–,
and F– are repulsive and given by α = 0.35 in units of kBT, while
for I–, the interaction is attractive and given by α = −0.4. In the
interfacial MC simulations, the bulk chemical potential is needed for
calculating the interfacial tension from the interfacial ionic excesses.
For this, the chemical potential expressions from MSA theory are
used, which are validated by bulk MC simulations.
In order to construct an even more coarse-grained descrip-
tion of ion-specific interfacial effects, we construct a mean-field
MPB model that besides non-ideal solution and dielectric decrement
effects also includes ion–interface interactions. The dielectric image-
charge repulsion of an ion from the low-dielectric air half space,
which is missed in mean-field models at planar interfaces, is heuristi-
cally added to the ion potential by a screened image-charge potential,
very much in the spirit of the original Onsager–Samaras theory. The
strength of the ion–interface interaction potential is then obtained
by comparison of the MPB model with the MC simulation results.
MC and MPB predictions for interfacial tensions and ionic density
profiles agree quite nicely, while the effective ion–interface interac-
tion in the MPB models tends to be more repulsive by not more
than 0.5kBT, which presumably comes from the neglect of correla-
tion effects in MPB theory. By separately including and excluding
the effects of non-ideal electrolyte activity and the concentration-
dependent dielectric decrement, we show that these two effects are
not additive and partially cancel each other.
Our MPB theory is a versatile, cheap, and quite accu-
rate way of modeling ion-specific effects at interfaces, which
accounts for dielectric image-charge effects by a heuristic poten-
tial. The comparison with MC simulation results demonstrates
that the neglect of correlation effects, which is inherent to mean-
field theories, is compensated by a slight shift of the effective
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ion–interface interaction potential strength. This explains why such
MPB models with suitably adjusted effective ion–surface interaction
potentials are able to describe experimental features very well.37,87
The minimal MPB model to consistently describe ion-specific effects
in bulk and at interfaces thus needs to include the following fea-
tures: ion-type dependent chemical potentials (which are accurately
described by the closed-form MSA expression), ion-type depen-
dent dielectric decrements (which are accurately described by the
Gavish–Promislow model), as well as short ranged and ion-type
dependent ion–interface potentials, with strengths that are adjusted
so as to account for dielectric image-charge effects as well as for
interfacial hydration effects.
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APPENDIX A: ALL ATOM MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
SIMULATIONS WITH EXPLICIT WATER: SINGLE-ION
SOLVATION FREE ENERGIES
Here, we calculate the solvation free energy F of single Na+
and Cl– ions by thermodynamic integration using all-atom molec-
ular dynamics simulations. The ion Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters
are taken from Ref. 92, and the used water model is SPC/E. The LJ
and Coulomb contributions to the free energy are calculated sepa-
rately so that F = FLJ + FCoul. The explicit procedure and simulation
parameters are explained in Ref. 63. The Coulomb part of the free
energy does not only contain the linear polarization contribution
as described by the Born solvation model given in Eq. (5), which
is proportional to the square of the ion charge, but also a term lin-
ear in the ion charge, which corresponds to an electrostatic potential
contribution, and non-linear dielectric terms. All these terms can be
described by the non-linear dielectric model according to
FCoul = Φq + Aq
2 + Bq3 + Cq4
= Φq + FlinCoul + Bq
3 + Cq4. (A1)
Herein, A denotes the coefficient of the linear dielectric contribu-
tion, Φ is the electrostatic potential inside the ionic cavity due to
water orientation effects, and B and C are non-linear coefficients.
To obtain the four coefficients, we calculate the free energy for dif-
ferent fractions of the full ion charge and fit the resulting Coulomb
free energy to Eq. (A1). We first fit up to second order using data
within a range of ±0.2e and afterward fit the remaining coefficients
with all the data. The fits are shown in Fig. 9, and Table IV shows
the fitted coefficients, which for Cl– agree with our previous work.63
The errors are estimated by varying the range from ±0.1e to ±0.3e
and taking the standard deviation. From the results of the fit, we can
estimate the ionic Born diameters aB by using the Born equation, as
given in Eq. (5), together with the SPC/E dielectric constant εSPC/E
= 71. Table V shows the solvation free energies F and the
FIG. 9. Coulomb contribution to the free energy for different fractions of a full
charged ion. The continuous line shows the fit according to Eq. (A1).
corresponding resultant values of aB separately for the Na+ and Cl–
ions. The two diameters are quite similar to each other and agree
reasonably well with the fit to experimental data in Table II. How-
ever, the Born model only describes the linear part of the Coulomb
part of the solvation free energy. When we fit only the Coulombic
part FCoul by the Born model, we obtain the modified ion diameters
aCoul, which differ only slightly from the ionic Born diameters aB.
However, when we fit only the linear Coulombic part FlinCoul = Aq
2 by
TABLE IV. Coefficients according to Eq. (A1) in units of kBT.
Ion Φe Ae2 Be3 Ce4
Na+ 19 ± 2 −181 ± 6 62 ± 3 −48 ± 7
Cl– 14.8 ± 0.4 −109.0 ± 0.8 18.6 ± 0.5 −11.5 ± 1
TABLE V. Solvation free energies (kBT) and corresponding ionic diameters (nm)
according to Eq. (5).
Ion F aB FCoul aCoul FlinCoul a
lin
Coul
Na+ −146.0 0.376 −148.8 0.369 −181 0.304
Cl– −144.2 0.381 −152.8 0.360 −109.0 0.504
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the MPB-2 model results with the Onsager–Samaras the-
ory. The black solid, broken, and dotted lines follow from the MPB-2 model for
different values of d, αK, and αCl as described in the legend. The red solid line
corresponds to the Onsager–Samaras theory calculated by evaluating the infinite
series in Eq. (18) up to n = 100, which perfectly agrees with the MPB-2 model
results for d = 0 nm and αK = αCl = 0 (black dotted line). The experimental data
deviate significantly from the Onsager–Samaras theory and can be described by
the MPB-2 model results when using repulsive ion–interface interactions with a
strength of αK = αCl = 0.8 (solid line).
the Born model, we obtain the modified ion diameters alinCoul, which
differ significantly from the ionic Born diameters aB. This demon-
strates that the ionic Born diameters aB, which result from fitting the
total solvation free energy to the Born equation, as given in Eq. (5),
are not physically meaningful since the Born solvation model is not
strictly valid even for monovalent ions. The large difference between
the ionic Born diameters aB and the interaction ionic diameters d
as extracted from a fit of the experimental activity coefficients is
therefore not surprising.
APPENDIX B: COMPARISON OF MODIFIED PB MODEL
WITH OS THEORY
Figure 10 shows a comparison of the MPB-2 model results with
the Onsager–Samaras theory. The red line is the Onsager–Samaras
theory [Eq. (18)], which is equal to the MPB-2 model with d = 0 nm
and αK = αCl = 0 (the dotted line). With d = 0.230 nm (the broken
line), the MPB-2 model shows a small difference from the Onsager–
Samaras theory, but still the experimental data significantly deviate
from the broken line. The black solid line is the fit of the MPB-2
model with the experimental data where d = 0.230 nm and αK = αCl
= 0.8. Here, good agreement with the experimental data is observed.
APPENDIX C: VALIDITY OF MSA THEORY
In Fig. 11, we show the comparison between MSA theory
and GCMC simulations for dielectric decrements corresponding to
NaCl and NaI for various effective ionic diameters d. The agree-
ment between theory and simulations for NaI using the diameter
d = 0.27 nm (which is the best-fit result from Fig. 3) is not perfect
for concentrations above 2 M. The validity of MSA theory is gov-
erned by the electrostatic coupling parameter, which is the Coulomb
energy at contact, given by e2/(4πε(cb)ε0kBTd). For a concentration
of 2 M, the dielectric constant of NaI is rather small and given by
ε(2M) = 52.7, which results in a coupling parameter of 3.93. We
thus conclude that for coupling parameters below four, MSA the-
ory reproduces well the GCMC simulation results. For NaCl and the
best-fit diameter d = 0.249 nm, the deviations between MSA and
GCMC are less because the dielectric constant is higher, and thus,
the electrostatic coupling parameter is smaller.
APPENDIX D: PREDICTIONS FOR ACTIVITY
COEFFICIENTS NEGLECTING THE IONIC SOLVATION
CONTRIBUTION
An interesting and somewhat puzzling observation is that the
primitive model reproduces the experimental activity coefficient
data very well if one neglects the ionic solvation contribution βμiw
FIG. 11. Mean ionic activity coefficient
as a function of salt concentration for (a)
NaCl and (b) NaI. The lines represent
MSA theory combined with the Born
solvation model [Eq. (2)] including the
salt-concentration-dependent dielectric
function. Symbols represent GCMC
simulation results using the same
parameters.
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FIG. 12. Mean ionic activity coefficient as a function of salt concentration for (a) NaF, NaCl, and NaI, and (b) KF, KCl, and KI. The experimental data are represented by full
symbols.83 Here, the theoretical predictions neglect the ionic solvation contribution βμiw in Eq. (4) to the mean ionic activity coefficient in the MSA result [Eq. (2)] and also in
the GCMC simulations. Empty symbols represent the GCMC simulations including fitted ionic diameters d and dielectric molten-salt parameters εms. The solid lines represent
MSA theory [Eq. (2)] including the salt-concentration-dependent dielectric function, while the dashed lines represent MSA theory for the same ion diameters d but for a fixed
dielectric constant corresponding to pure water. The units were transformed from molality to molarity using experimental solution mass density data for KCl84 and NaCl.85 As
the correction is negligible for KCl and NaCl, we assume the same to be true also for the other salts (for which no data are available).
in Eq. (4) to the mean ionic activity coefficient in Eq. (2). In Fig. 12,
we compare the experimental data with MSA theory predictions as
well as GCMC simulations, where as the only fitting parameter we
determine the effective mean ionic diameter d. Figure 12 is analo-
gous to Fig. 3 where we do include the ionic solvation contribution
βμiw in both the MSA theory and the GCMC simulations. The fitted
ionic diameters d in Fig. 12 are different and significantly larger than
in Fig. 3. Curiously, the agreement between the experimental data
and the MSA and GCMC predictions is much better. In addition,
the agreement between the MSA and GCMC predictions is better,
which is due to the fact that the fitted diameter values in Fig. 12 are
higher.
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